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Yanca Cadi

Elsa Hamat

Dimensions:

 52 mm

 Ø52 mm

Tundra

Voila

Model Product code Finish
Yanca MYA5R800 CM
Cadi MCA5R800 CM
Elsa MEL5R800 CM

Hamat MHA5R800 IS

Model Product code Finish
Tundra MTU5R800 CM

Voila MVO5R800 CM

Rosette handles

Residential handles
Premium range

We have made the finest selection of handles for interior designs. 
A renewed strength and simplicity in the design of doors that 
makes them immediately recognizable.  
A good design requires an excellent knowledge of the raw 
materials and its application to the last detail. The selected raw 
materials are:

»  The Stainless Steel AISI 304 is an austenitic steel (18% chro-
mium, 8% nickel) that offers an excellent corrosion resistance, 
even in the harsh environment of exterior installations. Is 
practically unalterable with the suitable treatment.  

 It far exceeds the maximum grade of the corrosion resistance 
standard UNE-EN 1670. It has excellent resistance to chemical 
attacks and in addition is unalterable to ultraviolet.

»  Zamak-5 (UNE 37302 1 a R and DIN 1743-1) is a zinc alloy 
(4% aluminum, 1% copper, 0. 05% magnesium, 94.95% zinc). 
Applying the right processes to this zinc alloy it turns into the 
unique material capable of creating complex designs. 

 It is a hard, highly durable & injectable material, very well 
suited for applications with high friction levels.  

The package with a rosette includes
» A set of handles with a back and cover plate, a 8x100 mm   
spindle, 2 recoil springs, 4 coach screws, 2 through bolts, 2   
bolts and an Allen key. 

Pour plus d’informations, visitez www.tesa.es  
ou envoyer un e-mail à marketing@tesa.es
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Novoa Eben

Complements for Novoa and 
Eben

Product code Finish
MNOREME CM
MNOB0RBOM CM
MEBREME CM
MEBB0RBOM CM

Complements for Yanca, Cadi, 
Tundra, Elsa, Hamat & Voila

Product code Finish
MPBORB0M  (square) CM - IS
MPBOREME  (square) CM - IS
MPBOREMER  (round) CM - IS
MPBORBOMR  (round) CM - IS

Model Product code Finish
Novoa MNO5R800 CM
Eben MEB5R800 CM

Model Product code Finish
Voila MVO5L800 CM
Elsa MEL5L800 CM

Voila Elsa

Residential handles
Premium range

Novoa and Eben
The package with a rosette includes
»  A set of handles with an internal plate and a cover, a  
 8x100 mm spindle, 2 recoil springs, 4 coach screws, 2  
 through bolts (only Even) and 1 Allen key. 

Novoa: Ø 45
Eben: Ø 52

Voila and Elsa
The package with a long plate includes
»  A set of handles with long plate, a 8 x 100 mm spindle, 
 2 recoil springs and a through bolt
Functions
»  Entrance: keyhole 85, 72, 70 and 47 mm. 
» Thumb turn: dead bolt 85, 72, 70 and 47 mm. 
» Passsage.
» Plate dimensions: 210x52x10


